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Who is the cowboy in Washington? Beating

Google at their own game with neuroscience and

cryptography

Renato Kogeyama

Abstract

Who was the cowboy in Washington? What is the land of sushi? Most

people would have answers to these questions readily available, yet, as we

will see in this work, modern search engines�arguably the epitome of tech-

nology in �nding answers to most questions�are completely unable to do

so. It seems that people capture few information items to rapidly con-

verge to a seemingly `obvious' solution. We will study approaches for this

problem, with two additional hard demands that constrain the space of

possible theories: the sought model must be both psychologically plausi-

ble, and neuroscienti�cally plausible. Building on top of the mathemati-

cal model of memory called Sparse Distributed Memory, we will see how

some well-known methods in cryptography can point toward a promising,

comprehensive, solution that preserves four crucial properties of human

psychology.

1 The problem

Information Technology has never been so relevant as today. All around, it is

revolutionizing once stable realities, turning them upside down in the speed of

the light. From the most obvious to the most unexpected, frequent advances

of technology have changed not just markets, like media, entertainment, and

�nance, but also have been altering how people interact, with the boom of so-

cial networks, instant messaging, video chat and mobile communication, among

many others. Recent technology advances are a�ecting world's geopolitical bal-

ance, the outburst of the Arab Spring is an example, with governments being

forced to change their strategic choices because words spread throughout the
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web[32, 23]. Despite the Information Technology development and the unde-

niable impact this development brought to reality, there are still very basic

problems that modern technology cannot address, whereas human mind resolve

quickly and accurately, not to say almost e�ortlessly. What would be the im-

pact of technology, in this text embodied in the modern computer, that has

more similarities with our brain? What kind of power would it unleash?

Whether computers will become more similar to human brain is not a new

discussion, but a rich and polemic one. This discussion may have started with

the creation of the modern computer itself. Alan Turing envisaged the universal

Turing machine when he was trying to build a machine that would be able to

answer any question that could logically be answered[56]. The inspiration to

build the modern computer was logic and mathematics, but would this be the

same foundation of the brain? Shortly after, Turing was summoned to work

with cryptography in the World War II, a subject to which we will return later

in this work (the cryptography, not the war). His ideas were probably the

most in�uential to researches that eventually led to the modern computer. The

success found in the progress of the �eld led some researchers to announce the

imminent development of intelligent machines, but in parallel, other researchers

were questioning those announcements. Dreyfus in the 70's, Hofstadter in the

80's, French in the 90's, Hawkings in the 2000's, all of them have been criticizing

the heavily publicized announcements of new computers that would match or

surpass the human brain[49, 12, 18]. So, what would be a model that stands in

the crowd? What are in fact the limitations other models face? Will ever exist

a truly intelligent machine?

The �rst issue to address: what is the problem current state-of-art machines

face? Our anecdotal example comes from Google and its ubiquitous search

engine (I will use the metonymy hereafter). Google accounts for 67.61% of

the searches of the world[2]. The service has the biggest database of human

history, surpassing 50 billion pages indexed [3], and it has available the most

formidable and powerful ensemble of machines ever (in 2012, Google had 40

peta�ops in processing power). It is the pinnacle of computing technology.

Despite this formidable structure, they cannot answer very basic statements,

trivial to people's brains. I bring evidence about this issue with the results for

a search like "Who is the cowboy in Washington?� (�gure 1)

Many people would immediately think about George W. Bush, former United

States of America president (2001~2009), given geographic and time frame lim-
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About 23,500,000 results (0.48 seconds) 

cowboy boots washington

cowboy coffee washington

Searches related to who was the cowboy in washington

WASHINGTON - CowboyChurch.Net
www.cowboychurch.net/washington.html
19 Results found in the Cowboy Church Net Directory Prosser Cowboy Ministries
Contact Name: Dave Taff Phone Numbers: Phone: (509) 973-2304. Mobile:

Cowboys–Redskins rivalry - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cowboys–Redskins_rivalry
The Cowboys–Redskins rivalry is a rivalry between the Dallas Cowboys and
Washington Redskins in the National Football League's NFC East division.

Wikipedia

Cowboy Church of Kitsap County - Port Orchard ... - Facebook
www.facebook.com/pages/Cowboy-Church-of.../183633835156515
Cowboy Church of Kitsap County, Port Orchard, Washington. 99 likes · 36 were here. If
you enjoy the western culture, from rodeos to western movies and...

Redskins sign Hatcher away from Cowboys - ESPN.com
espn.go.com/.../washington-redskins-sign-dt-jason-hatcher-away-d...
Mar 14, 2014 - With Jason Hatcher off to Washington, the Cowboys must act quickly
before the market for potential replacements dries up, writes Todd Archer.

ESPN

Reject and Protect: Stop Keystone XL
rejectandprotect.org/
April 22-27, Washington DC ... the Keystone XL tar sands pipeline route, called the
Cowboy Indian Alliance, rode into Washington DC and set up camp near the  ...

Dallas Cowboys on Yahoo! Sports - News, Scores ...
sports.yahoo.com/nfl/teams/dal/
Comprehensive and up-to-date Dallas Cowboys news, scores, schedule, stats and ...
Washington vs. .... Jason Witten Dallas Cowboys Collectible Lot of 20 NF …

Yahoo! Sports

Cowboy boots Washington, DC - Yelp
www.yelp.com/search?find...Cowboy...Washington%2C...
Reviews on Cowboy boots in Washington, DC The Frye Company, Georgetown
Flagship, Cowboy Western Wear, Dr. K's Vintage, Junction, Sam Torrey Shoe ...

Yelp, Inc.

Reject and Protect: Cowboy and Indian Alliance to Set Up ...
boldnebraska.org/rejectandprotect/
Reject and Protect: Cowboy and Indian Alliance to Set Up Camp in D.C. April 22- ...
called the Cowboy and Indian Alliance, will ride into Washington DC and set ...

Cowboy Indian Alliance Announces Week Long Keystone ...
ecowatch.com/2014/03/14/cowboy-indian-alliance-keystone-xl-protest/
Mar 14, 2014 - Reject and Protect is led by the Cowboy and Indian Alliance, from ... to
join the action in Washington D.C. from the Cowboy Indian Alliance:.

Cowboys And Indians Descend on Washington To Protest ...
time.com/71666/keystone-xl-pipeline-protest-washington/
by Denver Nicks - Apr 22, 2014 - The National Mall in Washington, D.C., will look like a
scene out of an Old Western this week, as the Cowboy and Indian Alliance holds a ...

Time

Web News Maps Shopping Images Search toolsMore

Sign in

Figure 1: Who was the cowboy in Washington?
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itations (you would not converge to him if you have no interest in what is going

on in the USA, or if you are too young, or you might converge to Ronald Reagan

if you're old enough to have his memories - and if they were more salient for

you than Bush's). When the same question is proposed to Google, the results

displayed are nowhere near from Bush Jr.'s, nor from any other person, even

though the question asked for a "who�. Let us dig a little deeper here. When a

search is started in Google's engine, a myriad of processes and calculations start.

The service searches in the company's huge database, returning pages that con-

tain those words. The results found are then ranked by a patented algorithm,

the PageRank. It is an amazing processing e�ort delivered at huge speed (less

than 0.5 seconds)[1]. The results are very accurate for simple statements, but

when simple interpretations are required, as we see in the examples, the results

fail badly. Interpretation is key, but what would it be?

A teenager delighted with the recent discovery of the sushi, is curious about

what would be the marvelous people who created such a tasteful dish, so it

would call upon Google to settle such unsettling doubt (�gure 2).

The most powerful computing machine ever created is not very helpful to the

teenager. The �rst thought that most people would have for a question "where

is the land of sushi?" de�nitely would not be a restaurant in Denver, Colorado.

Maybe this would be the most probable result for the owner of the restaurant

and his most close friends and clients, maybe the restaurant is famous in the city

or even in the state, so the people living around would know it. But this result

would hardly be the most likely thought most people around the world would

have, and more importantly, it does not solve the teenager's problem, giving

no clue other than o�ering an option for lunch. Also, it is not a very good

recommendation if you are anywhere in the world but Denver. It is interesting

to notice that the underlying meaning of this question for both the teenager

and the owner of the restaurant are radically di�erent, even though the phrase

is absolutely identical. To the teenager, he or she is trying to satisfy his inner

curiosity, stimulated by the ability of the sushiman, bringing more context to

the previous stimuli. To the restaurant owner, that is his livelihood, it is his

property, one to which he even may have emotional connection. How could

a computer consider all these information that is not explicit in that phrase?

How could a machine consider the context in order to give more appropriate

answers? After such question, di�erently from Google, people would instantly
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About 31,800,000 results (0.57 seconds) 

Land of Sushi... Welcome!
www.landofsushi.net/
Land of Sushi is a unique Japanese Sushi restaurant located at Arapahoe and
University in the old Safeway shopping center in Centennial, Colorado! You will ...
3.8 34 Google reviews · Write a review

2412 E Arapahoe Rd, Centennial, CO 80122
(303) 779-0608

Menu - Header for Land of Sushi

+ soup and salad - Land of Sushi... Menu!
www.landofsushi.net/menu.html
SOUP AND SALAD. Miso Soup, $3. Seafood Soup Shrimp, scallop & vegetables in miso
broth, $7. Seaweed Salad, $6. Spicy Seafood Salad Shrimp, octopus ...

Land of Sushi... Menu!
www.landofsushi.net/menu_APPETIZERS.html
APPETIZERS. New Style Lamb Carpaccio 6 Pcs thinly sliced lamb with yuzu-soy and
seared by hot sesame oil, $14.5. Yakika Grilled whole squid served with ...

Land of Sushi - Centennial, CO | Yelp
www.yelp.com › Restaurants › Sushi Bars

 Rating: 4 - 126 reviews - Price range: $$
126 Reviews of Land of Sushi "One of the best sushi lunch experiences I've had in
awhile! Great lunch specials, generous fish portions, and very fresh and ...

Yelp, Inc.

Land of Sushi - Centennial, CO | Groupon
https://www.groupon.com/biz/centennial/land-of-sushi
Steve Lin, owner of Land of Sushi, opens up shipments of fresh fish and live scallops
every day in the kitchen. Behind the restaurant's sushi bar, the chefs ...

Groupon

Land of Sushi - Centennial - Littleton | Urbanspoon
www.urbanspoon.com › Denver › Metro Area › Centennial

 Rating: 88% - 118 votes
Land of Sushi, Japanese Restaurant in Centennial. See 3 photos, 5 critic reviews , 1
blog post and 1 user review. Reviews from critics, food blogs and fellow ...

Urbanspoon

Land of Sushi, Littleton - Restaurant Reviews - TripAdvisor
www.tripadvisor.com › ... › Littleton › Littleton Restaurants

 Rating: 4.5 - 16 reviews
Land of Sushi, Littleton: See 16 unbiased reviews of Land of Sushi, rated 4.5 of 5 on
TripAdvisor and ranked #30 of 367 restaurants in Littleton.

TripAdvisor

Best Sushi Restaurant Denver 2012 - Land of ... - Westword
www.westword.com/bestof/.../best-sushi-restaurant-2118224/
The Westword 2012 award for Best Sushi Restaurant in Denver goes to Land of Sushi.

Westword

Land of Sushi - Denver Japanese Restaurants - Southeast ...
www.westword.com/locations/land-of-sushi-395767/
For a Southeast Denver Suburbs Restaurant, we present Land of Sushi. Read
restaurant reviews, browse online menus, or get directions.

Westword

Land of Sushi - Cherry Knolls - Centennial, CO - Foursquare
https://foursquare.com/.../land-of-sushi/4b8b27e3f964a52069...

 Rating: 8.1/10 - 129 votes - Price range: $ $
See 50 photos and 35 tips from 394 visitors to Land of Sushi. "Best Sushi!! Fish is so

Foursquare

"We ordered hot sake to start and I
had sushi and she had baked
salmon." 11 reviewers

"Salad came out with a rotting old
water-logged cucumber in it."

"I asked about it and she said, it is
lemon." 3 reviewers

Address: 2412 E Arapahoe Rd,
Centennial, CO 80122

Phone: (303) 779-0608

Prices: $$$$

Hours: Open today · 11:00 am – 3:00 pm,
4:30 – 9:30 pm

Menu: urbanspoon.com

Reviews

3.8
34 Google reviews

Sushi & hot dishes served in a casual,
strip-mall Japanese restaurant with Asian
decor touches. - Google

View all Google reviews

More reviews: cityvoter.com, kudzu.com,
westword.com, urbanspoon.com

Sushi Sasa Taki Sushi Banzai
Sushi

Land of Sushi
Directions Write a review

People also search for

FeedbackAre you the business owner?

Web Maps Images Videos Shopping Search toolsMore

Sign in

Figure 2: What is the land of sushi?
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look in their memory for everything related to sushi, maybe the vestment of

the restaurant's employees would give another clue, what in turn would take

to a movie of samurai, and by some uncontrolled process it would remind of

Japan, or at least "some country in the far orient", people may have doubts

about whether the response is China, Korea or Japan. Is the computer able to

connect in a such non-deterministic way?

Since we are in the subject, what is above South Korea? (see �g. 3)

Or what is below North Korea? (see �g. 4)

These questions are among those that people respond quickly, accurately and

e�ortlessly (of course, for those people who actually know the answer - but who

will dispute that this information is not in Google's database?). The results

illustrate the contrast between the way we think from the way machines work.

The human brain do not index all knowledge in the world before starting to

search, and it does not rank all knowledge in an ordered list by any objective

criterion, yet we are very fast (and very good) in understanding such questions.

We reach the answer without thinking actively (system 1[24]). This bears the

question about how the brain works? How to explain the brain's behavior? And

which characteristics of the human brain should be emulated by an 'intelligent

system'?

Google has such a reputation that is also used in scienti�c studies - for example,

in the study about the in�uence of castes identities on �nancial outcomes[14],

Google's results are used to classify the identity of the families' castes. A com-

mon shortcoming in management studies with internal data from �rms is that

you cannot disassociate the classi�cation of the variable of interest from the

�rm's own idiossincracies, leading to endogeneity (it is di�cult to disassociate

cause and e�ect in the variables under observation). In order to use some data

that is exogenous to the �rm (so is supposedly independent), the researchers

rely on data from Google, using the surnames and the search engine to identify

the castes, therefore observing the e�ect under study without this issue.
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About 186,000,000 results (0.51 seconds) 

News for what is above south korea

More news for what is above south korea

International Busi…

US moves to levy tariffs on steel from South
Korea, 8 other ...
Los Angeles Times - 4 days ago
Above, a view through tubing used in parts at a Reliance Steel &
Aluminum ... South Korea has been by far the dominant shipper, with
India, ...

Firefighting helicopter crashes in South Korea, killing 5
Fox News - 11 hours ago

South Korea ferry: Close-up with recovery operation - BBC
www.bbc.com/.../world-asia-27235666
The operation to recover victims of the sunken South Korean ferry is ongoing but ...
John Sudworth reports from the waters above the sunken ship, where divers ...

British Broadcasting Corporation

Ferry disaster: South Korean prime minister resigns over ...
www.theguardian.com/.../ferry-disaster-s...
Apr 27, 2014
Chung Hung-won, the prime minister of South Korea, resigns in
apology for the government's handling of a ...► 0:38► 0:38

The Guardian

South Korea Prime Minister Offers to Resign Over Ferry ...
online.wsj.com/.../SB100014240527023033800045...
Apr 27, 2014 - South Korean Prime Minister Chung Hong-won on Sunday offered to
resign over the perceived poor handling by the government of the sinking ...

The Wall Street Journal

South Korean Ferry Made a Sharp Turn Before It Tipped Over
online.wsj.com/.../SB100014240527023043112045...
by Kwanwoo Jun - Apr 17, 2014 - Investigators struggled to narrow down possible
causes for the South Korean ferry disaster as it emerged the ship made a sharp turn
before it ...

The Wall Street Journal

North Korea–South Korea relations - Wikipedia, the free ...
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/North_Korea–South_Korea_relations
Map indicating locations of North Korea and South Korea .... announced that B- 52
bombers flown over South Korea were reaffirming the U.S. "nuclear umbrella"  ...

Wikipedia

List of border incidents involving North Korea - Wikipedia ...
en.wikipedia.org/.../List_of_border_incidents_involving_Nort...
In 1977 North Korea claimed an Exclusive Economic Zone over a large area south of
the disputed western maritime border, the Northern Limit Line in the Yellow ...

Wikipedia

statue tragically removed from perch above South Korean ...
en.rocketnews24.com › Korea
by Mike Oakland - Jun 16, 2014 - South Korean artist Eunsuk Yoo must be heartbroken,
then, now that ... is wont to do – from one of the walls just above the kids' playground
and ...

Firefighting helicopter crashes in South Korea, killing 5 | Fox ...
www.foxnews.com/.../firefighting-helicopter-crashes-i...
11 hours ago - SEOUL, South Korea – A firefighting helicopter crashed Thursday near
an ... helicopter and a plume of black smoke rising up above buildings.

Fox News Channel

Web Maps News Images Videos Search toolsMore

Sign in

Figure 3: What is above South Korea?
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About 111,000,000 results (0.47 seconds) 

Report imagesImages for what is below north korea

More images for what is below north korea

North Korea: Rumblings from below | The Economist
www.economist.com/.../21571404-sealed-and-monstrousl...
Feb 9, 2013 - North Korea. Rumblings from below. A sealed and monstrously unjust
society is changing in ways its despotic ruler may not be able to control.

The Economist

Kim Jong-il - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kim_Jong-il
In April 2009, North Korea's constitution was amended to refer to him as the ..... Korea
and the new tensions with the United States under President George W. ..... or drink not
produced in North Korea, with the exception of wine from France.
You recently searched for of wine.

Wikipedia

Human rights in North Korea - Wikipedia, the free ...
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human_rights_in_North_Korea
International human rights organizations assess North Korea as a category of its own
...... Today there are six political prison camps in North Korea (see below).

Wikipedia

Third Tunnel of Aggression - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Third_Tunnel_of_Aggression
The Third Tunnel of Aggression (Korean: 제3땅굴) is one of four known tunnels under the
border between North Korea and South Korea, extending south of ...

Wikipedia

Americans eat snow, claims North Korea propaganda video ...
blogs.telegraph.co.uk › News › World › Tim Stanley
Mar 13, 2013 - ... (see below), North Korea's latest propaganda video is comedy gold.
... “British people sleep on a pile of empty bottles of wine and watch ...

The Daily Telegraph

North Korean who escaped to Britain tells of 'below human ...
www.telegraph.co.uk › ... › Asia › North Korea
Feb 17, 2014 - Kim Song-ju tells UN human rights panel how he was forced to crawl like
an animal and witness mutilation of fellow prisoner in North Korea.

The Daily Telegraph

North Korea :: International relations -- Encyclopedia ...
www.britannica.com/.../North-Korea/.../Internat...
North Korea remained one of the most isolated and inaccessible countries in the ....
Under the terms of this agreement, the North renounced efforts to develop ...

Encyclopaedia Britannica

New North Korea travel app hits virtual shelves - CNN.com
www.cnn.com/2014/05/06/travel/north-korea-travel-app/
May 6, 2014 - (CNN) -- Ten years ago, the number of Western visitors to North Korea
was well below a thousand a year, with Americans permitted by ...

Learn | A Changing North Korea | Liberty in North Korea
www.libertyinnorthkorea.org/learn-a-changing-north-korea/

Web News Maps Images Videos Search toolsMore

Sign in

Figure 4: What is below North Korea?
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The goal of this thesis is to contribute to the development of a cognitive com-

puter1, building upon Kanerva's Sparse Distributed Memory. Kanerva's model

for a psychologically plausible memory exhibits features present in human brains,

but not in current computers. His model has been calling attention from aca-

demic community, but despite its elegance and potential, it depends on creating

further developments in order to become a fully alternative to current models

of computers. One source of inspiration to overcome such limitation lie in the

scienti�c tradition of cryptography. It is true that the space of possible theories

is simply too vast. So what we look for in this work are constraints that carve

up the space of theories, and let us see what what kinds of directions and what

kinds of design decisions are promising, versus those design decisions that should

be rejected immediately. A good constraint would provide, at a minimum, a

binary choice between promising design decisions, and implausible ones. Hence

the methodology involved here is based on placing a number of constraints that

may restrict the space of possible theories. While we will not immediately see a

�nal model, we will be better able to understand where in the space of theories

this �nal model should be found. If we can know severe constraints on the

space of theories, and we can show that the desired computation is possible, re-

specting those constraints, then a small, but important scienti�c step has been

accomplished. The space of possible theories is now smaller, and we know that

a model lies within there.

At �rst it may seem extremely far-fetched to even consider cryptography in

theoretical neuroscience. But what if the brain uses randomness to its advan-

tage? This idea is clearly in line with the SDM model, with perfectly random,

long bitstrings�used both by SDM and by cryptography.

cryp·tog·ra·phy
/krip"tägr@f	e/

noun: cryptography

�the art of writing or solving codes.

One de�nition of cryptography is `the art of writing or solving codes'. What

if the brain is solving codes? What if we thought of cryptography not as the

mathematics of hiding secrets, but as a science of �nding profound order on

1We use the term cognitive computer instead of arti�cial intelligence in the spirit of Dou-
glas Hofstadter, who states that AI has been used up to a point that has lost its original
meaning[20].
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things that seem absolutely random on a super�cial look? Can't the greatest

scienti�c discoveries be thought of as "�nding deep structures, relations, and

dynamics on what was previously thought to be disconnected, disordered, un-

coordinated, indiscriminate entities?" The fall of an apple and the motions of

the moon, how these events turn out to be connected? Is there a deep hidden

order in their apparent irrelevance? Isn't the brain solving hidden codes?

The word we're striving for is not something akin to "neuro-cryptography",

which brings connotations of creating cyphers through the brain's inner work-

ings; but something akin to "cryptographic neuroscience": the brain taking

advantage of the randomness and unconnectedness in the world to organize it,

�nd meaning, and understand it. Isn't it the brain's job to �nd order in the

environment? If so, doesn't the environment seem random from the brain's

perspective? Though one's eye saccades �ow extremely rapidly throughout an

environment, the brain constructs a seemingly stable and concrete "image" of

what was perceived [18]. And the brain certainly is capable of overdoing this

job, as in the case of superstition, or �nding patterns where really there are

none[58].

Let us consider the "land of sushi" example. One needs both "land of" and

"sushi", to converge to the idea of "Japan". Either concept, in isolation, leads

nowhere, psychologically. Together, though, the convergence is immediate.

We propose that this process is deeply related to the concept of "secret-

sharing" in cryptography. Consider, for example, that we have a secret (i.e.,

"Japan"), and we need at least "land of" and "sushi" to retrieve it (let us

disregard all other routes to "Japan" for the purposes here).

In SDM, all of these items would be stored as random bitstrings. Suppose

Samir's secret sharing algorithm: Here we would have a secret, stored at a

Cartesian plane, with position x=0, and y=secret. That is, the secret lies at

point (x,y), with x known to be 0. The secret would be shared through the

combination of two points on a line that crosses the x axis at y. Hence, "land

of" and "sushi" would provide a line leading to "Japan" at x=0.

Notice the properties of this algorithm:

1. Convergence is extremely fast. The desired algorithm must not carry out

a long chain of operations; in psychological terms, this property means

that the information-processing desired lies within System 1.

2. There is a minimum number of required information items. One item, or

a small number of them, in isolation (say, "sushi") or below the threshold,

11



cannot lead to the concept. It can only lead to ambiguity.

3. Additional points lying on the line are not necessary, and do not detract

to convergence.

4. Each additional piece of information destroys a vast part of possibility

space. In fact, in the plane, one point destroys in�nite possible lines,

while not providing any information, as the number of possible line which

could pass through it remains in�nite.

1.1 A model of a brain

The neocortex is remarkably uniform throughout its parts. It may not be just

appearance, all regions of the cortex may be performing the same basic oper-

ation, independent of the type of sensorial stimulus [40]. If this is correct, an

universal function may be su�cient to explain vision, smell, sound, all the stim-

uli received by the perceptual senses. One strong evidence to support this idea

is the extreme �exibility the brain presents: we are able to learn very distinct

forms of knowledge, from art to science, from sports to cryptography, from

cooking to politics. Another evidence comes from neuroscience: researchers

have surgically rewired newborn ferret brains, moving the signals that usually

connect to their eyes to areas of the cortex usually attached to hearing. These

ferrets develop visual processing in the auditory areas, becoming able to see

with the hearing part of the brain [57]. The evidences about the �exibility of

the brain abound. After some time of use, tools are indistinguishable from the

body, the use changes our perceptual map[34]. Visual images translated into

points of pressure on the tongue - the brain quickly learns to interpret correctly

the patterns[11].

Another striking feature of the brain is the processing speed. Neurons op-

erate at about 200 Hz (�re and reset), slower than the modern computer, but

accomplish very complex tasks. Language understanding takes 0.1 second to be

performed, and neurons take 0.001 second to send a signal, what means that

such a task does not take more than 100 sequential steps to be accomplished[25].

It is impossible to perform such a task in current computers with this amount

of instructions, and a natural explanation for such performance would be that

brain holds processes in parallel. However, even parallel processes have limits -

for example, suppose a robot designed to act as a baseball batter, with multiple

parallel processors to compute direction, speed, curve, and wind. The robot's

12



motor response cannot be appropriately given before the computation of these

variables, even with multiple processors, there will be unavoidable steps for a

task to be accomplished. An alternative explanation for how the brain works is

that the brain is a memory system. It does not compute solutions, rather it pro-

vides answers based on previous experiences. This would explain why training

and experience perfect practice - the database of solutions is enriched. In the

case of the batter, he or she recognizes the situation (the relevant information)

and respond accordingly[18].

In summary, the following characteristics of human brain are saliented in this

text. The human brain is fast, robust and �exible. The main brain function is

pattern-recognition instead of computation, and the memory is distributed and

complex.

2 Previous work

2.1 Bayesian models

The most common computer framework is based on von Neumann architecture,

composed by a memory and a central processing unit as main parts, which re-

ceive and send information through input and output devices[9]. The limitation

for this structure are those proposed in the introduction. Brainlike computing

cannot be nearly achieved by this architecture. In the beginning, these machines

were too slow, so the expectation was that once the processing speed increased,

the humanlike behavior would be achievable[28]. The technical development

arrived, the processing speed rose, but these equipments are nowhere close to

overcome such limitations. Raw processing power is clearly not the answer,

something about the organization of the human brain is the answer for the ob-

served complex behavior. Modern machines' poor performance can be explained

by the lack of basic understanding of the brain, rather than processing power

limitations.

One research stream with potential to overcome such limitations is the

bayesianism. The proponents of this model argue that the brain represents

knowledge in terms of probabilities [13]. The following equation is known as

the Baye's rule, and underlies computers systems designed as probabilistic in-

ferences:

P (h|d) =
P (d|h)P (h)

P (d)
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Here, h is a hypothesis about a process, P(h) is the probability prior seeing

the data d, and that the observer attributes to h as being the generating pro-

cess, or prior probability. Posterior probability, P(h|d), is proportional to the

product of the prior probability, P(h), and the probability of the data given the

hypothesis, P(d|h), also known as likelihood. The likelihood is updated in each

iteration, providing the connection between prior and posterior probabilities. In

other words, the learner will update his or her conclusions from how well the

observations are aligned with prior knowledge. As Gri�ths et. al [16]put it,

�probability theory provides a solution to the problem of induction, indicating

how a learner should revise her degrees of belief in a set of hypotheses in light of

the information provided by observed data.� Maybe the most appealing aspect

of bayesianism is this implied learning given by the formula. Probability the-

ory also allows the computation of probability associated with a single variable

by adding other variables in a joint distribution, e.g., P (b) =
∑

a P (a, b). From

this, it follows:

P (h|d) =
P (d|h)P (h)∑

h′∈Ω P (d|h′)P (h′)
,

where Ω is the the hypothesis space, or the set of all hypotheses to be considered.

The posterior probability of h is directly proportional to the product of its prior

probability and likelihood, relative to the sum of these same scores - products of

priors and likelihoods - for all alternative hypotheses under consideration. The

denominator ensures that the resulting posterior probabilities are normalized.

Consider three possible hypotheses proposed to explain why somebody has fever

(the observed data d): h1="ebola", h2="urinary infection" and h3="cold".

Suppose this person is in Brazil, where the prior probabilities of each disease

P(h1) is known. The probability of fever given one has ebola is high P(d|h1), but

the prior probability of having ebola is low P(h1). Therefore, the probability of

ebola P(h1|d) given there is fever is low, since it is proportional to the product of

these terms. The prior probability of having urinary infection P(h2) is relatively

high, but the probability this condition causes fever P(d|h2) is low, therefore

the posterior probability is still low. Only for cold the probabilites are both

high, P(h3) is high since cold is a common disease, and the likelihood of fever

given a cold P(d|h3) is high, resulting in a higher posterior probability P(h3|d)

in comparison with the remaining hypotheses.
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Bayesian models of cognition, based in these basic equations, help the under-

standing of �how the human mind builds rich, abstract, veridical models of

the world given only the sparse and noisy data that we observe through our

senses�[17]. But its strength is also its weakness: as structured probabilistic

inference models, the probability assessment is conditional on a prede�ned set

of hypotheses. In other words, the problem formulation is not neutral, di�erent

ways to propose the question will lead to di�erent answers. If the model is not

chosen with the correct set of hypotheses, the results may not be in the cor-

rect direction. A second consideration is that probabilistic models start "with

abstract principles that allows agents to solve problems posed by the world -

the functions that minds perform - and then attempting to reduce these princi-

ples to psychological and neural processes" [16], but the connection between the

high-level models and the actual structure of the brain are usually weak. Such

models mimic the human behavior, without concerning to how this behavior

arise from the local structure of the brain. They largely ignore potential inter-

action between di�erent levels of human brain processing. A last consideration

is that the performance is usually a heavily publicized aspect of these models,

but it is a point that lacks empirical ground [36].

2.2 Connectionism

Another alternative2 to von Neumann architecture are the connectionists mod-

els. The central connectionist principle is that brain activity can be described

by an interconnected network of simple and uniform units. These models are

also known as parallel distributed processing and neural computation, and they

are inspired by the central nervous system of animals, particularly in the human

brain[49].

The basic principle can be illustrated by the �rst connectionist model, by

McCulloch and Pitts. The neuron (the basic unit) becomes active (i.e., it '�res')

when a combination of its inputs exceeds some threshold[37]. Many interesting

properties arise from such a design: tolerance to noise, ability to learn and

distributed computation (which in turn leads to robustness)[49].

The most appealing characteristic of connectionist approach lies in the link

between these models and neural activity / cognition. These models have bi-

ological realism since they are inspired by design found in the nature. Some

2It is not really an alternative, but an evolution from von Neumann models. His inspiration
was also the brain (ref.).
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models are particularly interesting because psychologically plausible behaviors

emerge from the interaction of those simple units, which is the case of Kanerva's

�tip of the tongue�.

Following a research tradition that aims to bridge lower level, biological

aspects of brain functioning to higher level of abstractions and processes, we

believe that a better understanding of the brain will help build better and more

powerful computers, at the same time, modeling machines more similar to the

brain will help the understanding of our own thought processes[8, 36].

Some authors propose that a limitation in this kind of model is that they

cannot bridge the distance between the physical phenomena and the higher-level

processing of the mind[10]. They face limitations in modeling high-level cogni-

tive processes, and to overcome such limitations a cognitive system should be

able to "represent recursive compositional structures and facilitate concatena-

tive compositionality to achieve the degree of systematicity that higher cognitive

tasks require"[41]. This is not the ultimate resolution of the problem, but is a

necessary step in the building of a more powerful machine.

2.3 Arti�cial Neural Networks

Arti�cial neural networks are a particular group of connectionist models, as

they are generally presented as systems of interconnected neurons which can

compute values from inputs. They have an adaptive nature that allow more

complex tasks, such as computer vision and speech recognition. A computer

model may be called "neural" if it consists of sets of adaptive weights, i.e.

numerical parameters that are tuned by a learning algorithm and it is capable

of approximating non-linear functions of its inputs.

From the �rst computational model by McCulloch and Pitts[37], it is possi-

ble to describe the development of research in neural networks in two di�erent

paths: an �upstream� research, focused on the brain's biological processes, and

a �downstream� research focused on the applications of neural networks to ar-

ti�cial intelligence. From the latter, some of most relevant models include: the

Hebbian learning, developed by pioneer Donald Hebb and that suggested that si-

multaneous activation of the cells increased the synaptic strenght between those

cells; the perceptron, an algorithm for pattern recognition modeled mathemat-

ically by Rosenblatt [47], which received the addition of layers [22] to overcome

calculations limitations [38], and implemented later with the backpropagation

algorithm by Werbos [60].
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Backpropagation is a tool to formalize learning with the use of gradient de-

scent over an error surface in a space de�ned by a weight matrix. Learning

involves the modi�cation of this weight matrix, and backpropagation changes

the weights with the partial derivative of the error surface with respect to each

weight. The backpropagation algorithm intends to minimize the di�erence be-

tween the expected behavior and the actual behavior of a neural network. It

is an optimization problem, which demands the use of the gradient descend

technique to be able to treat non-linear networks. This algorithm is limited,

however, in the cases where the error surface is �rugged�. In other words, it

has local minima - the weights will be set to this local minima rather than to

the general minima - convergence is not granted [48][4]. This could actually

be an emergent characteristic of the system that mimics human behavior, since

learning is not always granted: the limitation of the learning could be in the

information itself.

The shortcoming of backpropagation is that its implementation in the ner-

vous system would require mechanisms such as the retrograde propagation of

signals along axons and through synapses and precise error signals that are dif-

ferent for each neuron, which are unlikely candidates for learning processes in

the brain. Indeed, back-propagation implies that there is a reference to what

is the correct output, so the knowledge is given. This issue is called the selec-

tion problem by Kanerva[26]. In order to increase the applicability of computer

models, some design choices seems to departure from the more realistic brain-

like models. Another paradigm is necessary, in which the learning may occur in

the cognitive process, this is where auto-associative memories become a more

interesting answer.

"If a standard evolutionary view of our origins is accepted, all as-

pects of human behavior including personality traits and intellectual

performance in the arts and sciences have to be seen as manifesta-

tions of neural activity, operating in conjunction with the endocrine

and perhaps other systems. Much of the early work in arti�cial

intelligence was directed to the simulation of advanced intellectual

activity such as mathematical theorem proving. There is no doubt

that these AI programs usefully model certain aspects of brain activ-

ity, for example the use of heuristics and of special data structures

and recursive processing. There is, however, widespread acceptance

of the view that this early AI approach is not a useful starting point
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for understanding mental processes. Its pursuit has been highly pro-

ductive, but much of its value has been in introducing a set of pro-

gramming techniques whose relationship to processing in the brain

is unclear. It is rather likely that the brain uses subtle heuristic

principles that will only be revealed by considering, and possibly

modeling, its evolutionary development." [?]

In general, the relationship between ANN models and the real neural activity are

at the best, unclear. In the approach taken by this text we are more interested

in models that are neurologically and psychologically realistic. The departure

from the previous studies in this lineage happens because our belief that the

human mind is the best reference to what arti�cial intelligence may achieve, to

those that are the most powerful machines human may be able to create.

2.4 Auto associative vs. Hetero associative memories

Memories may be hetero-associative or auto-associative, in referring to how

content is addressed. In hetero-associative memories, a pattern used to address

may return a di�erent pattern, even with a di�erent size, whereas in auto-

associative memories, patterns are retrieved given a clue of that same pattern

-e.g., when reading �To be or not to be....� - you would be able to complete this

sentence naturally, without having read the complete sentence[21].

2.5 Representing complex structures

There are some ideas about how to connect di�erent ideas from basic elements.

Hinton[19] poses the problem connectionists face: it is hard to model the com-

plex relationships that arise in apparently simple statements. In �what is the

land of sushi�, �land� is connected to �what�, implying that the answer is a place,

whereas in �who is the cowboy in Washington�, �who� implies that the answer is

a person, but the place (which is not Washington, but is implied in "cowboy")

is the key to �nd out the answer. A representational scheme for dealing with

such complexities in language should specify the focus of attention and address

how the whole meaning of the statement arise from the constituent parts of

the statement. Plate[43] proposes the use of circular convolution as the central

operation in the creation such complex relationships. Circular convolution is

used in order to overcome the problem of dimensionality that previous attempts

(in using convolution) faced. In Holographic Reduced Representation, a record
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is realized by an N-dimensional vector of real numbers, where N can be very

large. The vector is composed by binded information of a role and a name,

such as: place=Japan, relationship=is, article=the, role=land, connector=of,

object=sushi. Each item, both the roles and the names are encoded by a ran-

dom N-vector with independent, normally distributed components. The circular

convolution is used to bind a role to a name, resulting in a N-vector:

u = role~ name,

where

un =
∑
k

xkan−k mod N

The result of each circular convolution ~ between role and name are added,

generating the desired record:

record = (place~ Japan + relationship~ is + article~ the+

role~ land + connector~ of + object~ sushi)

The result is then normalized (mean 0, variance 1/N). To decode such record,

the involution (name*) is used3, which is the approximate inverse of x:

name ∗~u ≈ role,

where

namek∗ = nameN−k mod N , k = 0, 1, ..., N − 1

This happens because

u ∗~u = δ, and u~ (x~ y) = (u~ x) ~ y(associativity)

For example:

place ∗~(place~ Japan) ≈ Japan

but also

place ∗~record ≈ Japan

3It is noteworthy that this operation is equivalent to the circular correlation
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since convolution distributes over addition, and

place~ (relationship~ is) + place~ (article~ the) + place~ (role~ land)+

place~ (connector~ of) + place~ (object~ sushi)

will return white noise.

In this structure, the whole statement is contained in one record (vector),

and you are able to extract the elements of the statement if you provide a clue

consistent with a role (in order to retrieve the name) or consistent with a name

(in order to retrieve a role).

There are some possible ways to work with structures. For example, if the

desired structure is a sequence, such as the alphabet, one possible construction

(record) is the following:

α1a + β1a~ b + α2b + β2b~ c + α3c

where αiand βi are weighting parameters, with αi > αi+1[17]. Given any term

of the sequence as a clue, correlation with the trace (record) will return the

next term of the sequence. A limitation in this structure is that repeated items

cannot be properly represented. Another way to represent sequences is the

following:

a + a~ b + a~ b~ c

In this case, the previous sequence acts as context - but it demands another

convolution in order to be built up. Hierarchies are possible because the resulting

binding of two variables may be binded to another information. Because circular

convoltion is commutative, this can cause ambiguity in some situations - what

may be overcame with some variants of circular convolution. With this method,

HRR respond to Hinton`s problem4, joining in the same memory trace the focus

attention on one constituents or have the whole meaning present at once. Some

issues arise, related to the model's neurological and psychologic plausibility.

Plate's HRR presupposes structures - our mind would have memories in rigid

structures, and learning would lead to the creation of new records, instead of

increasing the ability to retrieve. It lacks the �exibility that is very proper of

4Hinton's problem: how to represent compositional structures in distributed representa-
tions and retain the bene�ts of distributed representations[19].
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memories, with relationships between ideas ever increasing and changing. Such

rigid relationships restrain creativity - how we would discover new relationship

between the objects, leading to new ideas and analogies? Structures may be

associated to entities as other qualities, they should not be given beforehand.

Another minor issue, HRR solves the problem of representation of complex

structures in distributed memories demanding an auto-associative memory in

order to clean the results - a solution that stains the elegance and simplicity of

the circular convolution solution.

In sum, the main restriction in previous works, including HRR, is the implied

emergence of rigidity, one way or another. To achieve a more neurological and

psychological plausible model of intelligence, it is necessary to allow for mapping

higher-level abstractions, such as structures of relationships instead of the pred-

icates. One inspired way to do it is to allow for multiple relationships between

entities. The following section will describe this the conceptual framework for

such a model.

3 Connecting ideas

With Kanerva's model of a neurological and psychologically plausible mem-

ory (which can be seen in further detail in Appendix I), we investigate how

to overcome the limitations of current models. Current computers (von Neu-

mann) cannot handle basic compounded words nor context in the way people

do. Bayesian models describe behavior and possess implicit learning, but they

do not explain how this behavior arises from the network of individual neurons.

HRR depicts a clever way to bind entities, but depends on structures previously

given.

Kanerva's model respond to atomic concepts, isolated ideas, it explains how

a single memory is retrieved, arising from assemblies of cells. But how to handle

compound concepts? How to combine di�erent entities that have a concept when

isolated, but change when grouped? How to handle context in a more �exible

way? How to derive analogies from various levels of abstraction?

As seen in the introduction, we propose that cryptography, particularly

Shamir's "secret-sharing"[53], possess some features that may help building a

way to answer this questions. The hidden information in "Who is the cowboy in

Washington?" is similar to the key in the secret-sharing. Each word in the sen-

tence keeps one part necessary to uncover the "secret". Each word is a random
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bitstring stored in the SDM. To uncover the secret is to solve the polynomial

function whose a0 is the key:

Proposition: There is a polynomial function f(x) = a0 + a1x
1 + ...akx

k

that relates n number of concepts, in such a way that the knowl-

edge of k concepts allows to retrieve the central concept, a0, from the

memory.

The information (Bush Jr.) is distributed between the words (a1, ..., an), in

such a way that the knowledge of n-1 words leaves the information undeter-

mined. This is a (k, n) threshold scheme. Each additional word decrease the

number of possibilities of the secret a0. Given k points in (x1,y1), ...(xk, yk),

with distinct xi, there is only and only one polynomial f(x) of degree k− 1 such

that f(xi)=yi for all i. Considering that Bush Jr. is also a record in the SDM,

a random k − 1 degree polynomial f(x) = a0 + a1x
1 + ...akx

k in which:

f(0) = a0 =Bush Jr. (the memory to be retrieved)

f(1) =Who

f(2) =is

f(3) =the

f(4) =cowboy

f(5) =in

f(6) =Washington

Here, we assume that the words could be represented by numbers. In this

case, k = 6, and n is the number of elements necessary to �nd f(0). N , the

number of pieces of information, is not an arbitrary number. First, n > k, what

would allow convergence to a0in the presence of additional information. For

instance, �Who is the Texan cowboy in Washington?�. The additional word,

"Texan", does not prevent the convergence to Bush Jr., nor leads to divergence

from the concept.

Another issue arises: what about the order of the words? Is it relevant to
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the understanding of phrases? Of course. We propose that the order can also

be considered an element of the polynomial:

f(0) = a0 =Bush Jr.

f(1) =Who

f(2) =is

f(3) =the

f(4) =cowboy

f(5) =in

f(6) =Washington

f(7) =[This order of words]

It is noteworthy that this design allows di�erent sequences to unlock a0. As the

order is also information, the degree of the polynomial increases (k = 7). Such

a design keeps the �exibility of the model. Words (or entities) may be combined

in many di�erent structures. For instance, an alternative order would be "The

cowboy in Washington, who is he?". The list of words is the same, just the or-

der is changed - the polynomial is the same, but instead of f(7), we could have

f(8)(the new order) and yet converge to a0. A possible implementation in SDM

would lead to converting each entity in a bitstring [0,1]n, and the polynomial

would be solved in that space.

Entities may be used in many di�erent combinations to lead to di�erent com-

bined meanings. More than that, such a solution allows for a huge combinations

of di�erent ideas leading to another, there are no constraints for combination of

ideas.

This solution is keeping all the desired properties, while overcoming previous

limitations. Convergence is extremely fast, using low level of computing process,

similar to system 1. There is a threshold, a minimum number of information

is required to lead to convergence. Additional information is not necessary, but

their addition do not prevent convergence. Each additional piece of information

remove possibilies from the multidimensional space of information.
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Figure 5: Generative process of ideas

3.1 Diversion - Paths to Creativity

The prior proposition allows composed structures to emerge. But another rel-

evant behavior is the diversion of ideas (which in turn may lead to analogies).

We usually maintain an active process of thought, a constant chain of thoughts.

How does one idea leads to another di�erent idea? There are two main processes

that leads to change in the process of thougth. The �rst is the interruption by

the attention, in which anything that is currently in the focus of the mind is

interrupted with an external stimulus. If you are reading a book alone and

somebody calls your name, you will stop reading and you change the focus

of attention to whoever calls you. A second process is the internal chain of

thought. When reading the same book, in your mind you have the information

that you are absorbing from the reading, but at the same time that �ux of ideas

is connecting to your own memories - they are clues to what is stored in your

mind.

We propose a method to allow diversion of concepts in a serial way inspired

by this chaining process, using the implementation of SDM with counters.

In the �rst part of the chaining process, the system will process the retrieval

of a memory (read) stored in the SDM as proposed by Kanerva. The SDM

receives an external entity, which is a noisy or partial information. All hard

locations within the access radius will become active (refer to Appendix A for

further information). The counters are averaged across the active hard locations,

bitwise (there are two possibilities for computing this result, this discussion
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Figure 6: Choice of strongest record - diversion process

can be seen in Brogliato et. al[8]). There are three possible results: positive,

negative or 0. Positive results in the computation lead to a bit value of 1,

negative results lead to a bit value of 0 and when the computation �nds a 0, a

coin is �ipped to decide between an answer of 0 or 1. The vector with the results

is then sent to the output, as in the common implementation of the SDM, but

in our case, it also feeds a diversion process.

The diversion process takes advantage of the bits whose computation resulted

in 0. Bits with high modulus, i.e., those computations were di�erent than 0,

may be interpreted as dimensions to that entity that are relevant and that have

been written many times. Thus we use the inconclusive bits to derive options

for diversion. If there are p inconclusive bits, the number of possible diversions

are 2p. For a diversion possibility to be viable, it cannot return to the original

pattern (it could lead to an in�nite loop). Thus, its di�erence to the original

pattern read should be greater than the critical distance. The choice for the best

of the 2p possibilities will depend on the counter modulus. Considering that the

bitwise sum of the modulus of the counters will re�ect the number of times each

possibility was written, the higher sum will re�ect the 'stronger' memory. The

entity with higher modulus will be chosen to feed the chaining process and can

be used as input to the next process of memory retrieval in the SDM.

Some desired properties arise from this design. First, context is present in the
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chain of ideas, in the form of strenght of the entities (modulus of the counters),

but also as the previous thought upon which a new entity is built. Previous

ideas are feeding the following ones. Second, it is a fast process, demanding

only addition of the counters. What is more important, though, is that simple

processes illustrate the emergence of human behavior, the divergence of ideas,

from the interaction of a network of simple elements, in this case idealized

neurons. It is psychologically and neurologically plausible, �tting very known

aspects of the human brain.

4 Conclusion

We intended to show in this text that current computer technology fails to an-

swer to simple questions, despite the huge development seen in recent years. The

problem may be in the design: von Neumann architecture was created to solve

logical statements, but human reasoning processes may not be purely based on

a logic paradigm. We join a research tradition that draws inspiration in the hu-

man brain to design machines that are more powerful, in the human capabilities

sense of the term. It is true that some interesting advances have been found in

research such as Bayes-based schemes, however, they fail to show how behavior

arises from the micro interactions of the basic constituents of human mind, the

neurons. Complexity studies show that sophisticated behavior may arise from

the interaction from very simple units, as ants, lymphocytes in the immune sys-

tem or small social groups [39, 59, 54], and we follow this trail, looking for a

model of human intelligence that arises from the interaction of simple neurons.

Pentti Kanerva's SDM provides a basic design with characteristics not seen in

most computer science research. Our propositions build on top of this basic

design, providing further tools to explore possibilities in the SDM. The more

relevant contributions would be: 1-use of cryptography concepts, taking advan-

tages of its underlying aspects of randomness, to help solving the problem of

compositional structures, or convergence of ideas; and 2-provide a system that

allow the emergence context-based ideas, which in turn may lead to creativity

and analogy in a serial fashion. It is true that both propositions are still in a

raw form and clearly demand further development and tests, however this work

intended to call the attention for the problem to be solved: the creation of a

psychologically and neurologically plausible system whose behavior arises from

the interaction of simple elements.
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The machine that will overcome the limitations of current computers cannot

be just a computer, or a machine that makes calculations. It must be a ma-

chine that features calculations as just one tool of a broader set of tools. The

machine of the future is a cognitive computer, one that takes advantage of neu-

ronal complexity, giving rise to the behavior seen in humans. One fundamental

process seems to be pattern recogntion, and the SDM is commonly used for

such a purpose. This machine should deal with statement-like problems with

e�ciency (velocity and accuracy), starting from an in�nite space of possibilities

(of meanings) that is radically reduced with the introduction of small amounts

of information. Information in excess should not lead to noise, rather, this ma-

chine reaches a saturation point in which further information does not a�ect

the result. Also, this machine should be robust, what in turn may lead to a

distributed design.

With this small step in the building of the cognitive computer, we also

expect to contribute to the knowledge about how the human brain actually

works. These basic interactions of simple constituents allow the study of more

complex behavior that arise from these interactions. Phenomena like the tip

of the tongue from the basic SDM may emerge, what would provide further

evidence for the ideas seen here as proper models for the human brain.

Some promising directions for future research can be suggested from this

point. Appendix B features a brief discussion where some similiarities between

holography and the brain are presented. In holography, a difraction-based tech-

nique, the information is distributed, like in the brain. A partial loss of infor-

mation in the holography does not lead to the loss of information (like current

computers), rather, it leads to a loss of de�nition, as in the brain. In Plate's

HRR, we observe that the structured solution leads to rigidity, however, the use

of circular convolution is a interesting solution for binding information, regard-

less the compositionality. Our solution for structuring entities �nds support in

studies that propose that the information processing brain (neocortex) is com-

posed by a storage system and a processing system [44], but this is not true

for theories that consider that the brain is constituted by solely a storage sys-

tem [18]. One possible solution in the second case would be to use circular

convolution to bind entities, with the structure embedded in the relationships,

rather than �guring as a pre-built feature. In this sense, entities may �gure as

a connector at the same time that �gures as entities themselves.
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Appendix A. Cell assemblies and the Sparse Dis-

tributed Memory model

In this appendix we provide our group's Creative-Commons description of the

Sparse Distributed Memory model. We start with the need for Cell Assemblies.

Cell assemblies

How is information encoded in the brain? Our initial postulation is that in-

formation is encoded by cell assemblies, not by individual neurons [50, 52, 51].

There are at least �ve reasons leading to this position. i) Neurons constantly

die�yet the brain is robust to their loss. ii) There is large variability in the activ-

ity of individual neurons�as would be expected on anatomical and physiological

grounds alone. iii) A single neuron does not participate in a single function; as

[51] puts it:

Even the famous 'face neurons' in the temporal cortex do not re-

spond to single unique faces but to several faces or to several features

comprising the several faces. (p. 2)

iv) Studies of activity correlation between neighboring neurons show, if not zero,

very low correlation. v) Finally, while the number of neurons is quite large, it is

minute in comparison with the di�erent combinations of incoming stimuli one

comes across through life.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 7: Cell assemblies: the information encoded in a single neuron is negli-
gible and fragile. Multiple neurons may provide the best description of human
information processing.
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Hence we follow the hypothesis that the unit of information encoding is not

the individual neuron, but groups of neurons, or cell assemblies [50, 51, 52]. In

this model a single neuron may participate in a large number of assemblies, and

the possible number of assemblies is enormous. Cell assemblies, rather than

being encumbered by such combinatorial explosions, actually take advantage of

them, as we will see in Sparse Distributed Memory.

Sparse Distributed Memory

A promising research programme in theoretical neuroscience is centered around

Sparse Distributed Memory (SDM), originally proposed by [26]. SDM is a neu-

roscienti�c and psychologically plausible model of human memory.

A large space for memory items

SDM introduces many interesting mathematical properties of n-dimensional bi-

nary space that, in a memory model, are psychologically plausible. Most notable

among these are robustness against noisy information, the tip-of-the-tongue

phenomenon, conformity to the limits of short-term memory [31], and robust-

ness against loss of neurons. The model is under study on vision and other

senses[29, 35, 42, 46]. An increasing number of neuroscientists have become in-

terested in Sparse Distributed Memory [6, 7, 15, 30, 33, 55] yet, we have limited

understanding of its properties.

As in other neuroscienti�c models, inhibitory and excitatory signals are rep-

resented in binary form. Both the data and the address space belong to {0, 1}n,
hence a particular memory item is represented by bitstrings. The distance be-

tween two bitstrings is calculated using the Hamming distance. It is de�ned for

two bitstrings of equal length as the number of positions in which the bits di�er.

For example, 00110b and 01100b are bitstrings of length 5 and their Hamming

distance is 2.

The addresses of the {0, 1}n space grow exponentially with the number of

dimensions n, i.e. N = 2n. While Kanerva [26] suggests n between 100 and

10, 000, recently he has postulated 10, 000 as a desirable minimum n [27]. This

is, of course, an enormous, unfeasible, space: if n = 100, representing the mere

number of addresses would need 31 decimal digits, and if n = 10000, 3011

decimal digits!

To solve the feasibility problem of implementing this memory, SDM instan-

tiates an uniformly distributed random sample of {0, 1}n, having N ′ elements.
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A random bitstring is generated with equal probability of 0's and 1's in each

bit. One can readily see that the average distance between two random bit-

strings has a binomial distribution with mean µ = n/2 and standard deviation

σ =
√
n/4. For large n, most of the space lies close to the mean and has few

shared hard-locations: as n grows, two bitstrings with distance far from n/2 are

very improbable. Two bitstrings are said to be orthogonal when their distance

is close to n/2.

Addresses in this sample are called hard-locations. The model instantiates

a random sample of about one million hard-locations�in fact, a minute fraction

of the space: for n = 100, only 100 · 106/2100 = 7 · 10−23 percent of the whole

space `exists', and for n = 1, 000 only 100 · 106/21000 = 7 · 10−294 percent.

Creating a cell assembly by sampling the space at µ− 3σ

N = {0, 1}n

N 0

⇠1

⇠2⇠3

virtual neurons

hard-locations

Figure 8: Hard-locations randomly sampled from binary space.

The activation of addresses takes place according to their Hamming distance

from the datum. Suppose one is writing datum η at address ξ, then all addresses

inside an n-dimensional circle with center ξ and radius r are activated. So, η

will be stored in all of these activated addresses, which are around address ξ,

as shown in Figure 9. An address ξ′ is inside the circle if its hamming distance

to the center ξ is less than or equal to the radius r, i.e. distance(ξ, ξ′) ≤ r.

Generally, r = µ− 3σ. The radius is selected to activate, on average, 1/1000th

of the sample, that is, approximately 1, 000 hard-locations for a sample of one

million instantiated. To achieve this, a 1, 000-dimension memory uses an access

radius r = 451, and a 256-dimensional memory, r = 103. This will generate

a cell assembly to either store or retrieve a memory item. With these hard-

locations, methods are proposed to write and read any bitstring.
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⌘

Figure 9: Activated addresses inside access radius r around center address

η 0 1 1 0 1 0 0
ξbefore 6 -3 12 -1 0 2 4

⇓ -1 ⇓ +1 ⇓ +1 ⇓ -1 ⇓ +1 ⇓ -1 ⇓ -1

ξafter 5 -2 13 -2 1 1 3

Table 1: Write operation example in a 7-dimensional memory of data η being
written to ξ, one of the activated addresses.

Writing an item to the memory

Table 1 shows an example of a write operation being performed in a 7-dimensional

memory.

One way to grasp the write and read operations is to visualize neurons

(hard locations) as pointers: In the SDM model, the cell assembly (i.e. active

hard-locations) work rather like pointers, or vectors. As one writes bitstrings

in memory, the hard-locations' counters are updated. Thus, the active hard-

locations do not individually point to the bitstring that activated it, but together

they yield the appropriate result. In other words, the operation depends on

many hard-locations to be successful. This e�ect is represented in Figure 10:

where all hard-locations inside the circle are activated and they, individually, do

not point to η. But, as vectors, their sum points to the general direction of η. If

another datum ν is written into the memory near η, the shared hard-locations

will have information from both of them and would not point to either. All

hard-locations, inside and outside of the circle, may be also pointing elsewhere to

other additional data points: as we have seen, even `face' neurons have multiple

functions.
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The write operation works as follows: Suppose one is writing datum η at

address ξ: then all addresses inside an n-dimensional circle with center ξ and

radius r are activated. So, η will be stored in all these activated addresses, which

are close to address ξ. An address ξ′ is inside the circle if its hamming distance

to the center ξ is less than or equal to the radius r, i.e. distance(ξ, ξ′) ≤ r.

The information will be written to the entire cell assembly: to all hard-locations

within the circle will be updated.

Each hard-location has both an address (given by its bitstring) and a value,

which we will refer to as counters. The write operation needs to store, for each

dimension, the bit value that has been seen more (0's or 1's). In each dimension,

the counter is incremented for each bit 1 and decremented for each bit 0. Thus,

if the counter is positive, there have been more 1's than 0's, if the counter is

negative, there have been more 0's than 1's, and if the counter is zero, there

have been an equal number of 1's and 0's.

Each datum η is written in every activated hard-location's value inside the

access radius centered on the address, that equals datum, ξ = η. An imprecise

cue ηx shares hard-locations with the target bitstring η�yet it should be possible

to retrieve η correctly, even if additional reading operations become necessary

to retrieve η exactly. Moreover, if some neurons are lost, only a fraction of the

datum is lost, and the memory remains capable of retrieving the right datum

due to the high redundancy of the model.

⌘

Figure 10: Hard-locations pointing, approximately, to the target bitstring.
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⌘ ⌘x

Figure 11: Shared addresses between the target datum η and the cue ηx.

ξ1 -2 12 4 0 -3
ξ2 -5 -4 2 8 -2
ξ3 -1 0 -1 -2 -1
ξ4 3 2 -1 3 1∑

-5 10 4 3 -5

⇓ ⇓ ⇓ ⇓ ⇓
0 1 1 1 0

Table 2: read example

Reading an item from memory

The read operation is performed by polling each activated hard-location and

statistically choosing the most written bit for each dimension. It consists of

adding all n counters from the activated hard-locations and, for each bit, choos-

ing bit 1 if the counter is positive, choosing bit 0 if the counter if negative, and

randomly choosing bit 0 or 1 if the counter is zero. In a word, each bit is chosen

according to all written bitstrings in the entire cell assembly (i.e., all active hard-

locations) being equal to the bit value most written in that dimension. In other

words, the read operation depends on many hard-locations to be successful. If

another datum ν is written into the memory near η, the shared hard-locations

will have information from both of them without directly pointing to ν either.

Hard-locations may simultaneously `point' to other addresses.

When reading a cue ηx that is x bits away from η, the cue shares many

hard-locations with η. The number of shared hard-locations decreases as the

cue's distance to η increases, in other words, as x = d(ηx, η) increases. The

target datum η is read in all addresses shared between η and ηx, thus they will
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bias the read output towards the direction of η. If the cue is su�ciently close

to the target datum η, the output of the read operation will be closer to η than

ηx originally was. Iterating the read operation will obtain results increasingly

closer to η, until it is exactly the same. So ηx0 will yield an ηx1 that is closer,

reading at ηx1 yields an ηx2 that is closer still and so on until ηxi = η, if the

iteration converges. Hence, performing more than one read operation will allow

the memory to converge onto the target data η.

Since a cue ηx near the target bitstring η shares many hard-locations with η,

SDM can retrieve data from imprecise cues (i.e. as an auto associative memory).

In spite of this characteristic, it is crucial to know how imprecise this cue could

be while still converging. What is the maximum distance from our cue to the

original data that still retrieves the right answer? There is a precise point in

which a non linearity occurs, and the qualitative behavior of the model changes.

A striking feature of this model is its re�ection of the psychological `tip-

of-tongue' phenomenon, which re�ects the limits of human recollection. It is

the psychological state in which one knows that one knows some pre-registered

memory item, yet one is unable to recollect it at a given time.

The tip-of-the-tongue phenomenon occurs when a person knows that he-or-

she has been previously exposed to a certain stimulus, but is unable to recall

some speci�cs. In SDM, a tip-of-tongue memory event occurs when the expected

time to convergence (or divergence) approaches in�nity. Kanerva[26] called this

particular instance of x, where the read's output averages x, the critical distance.

Intuitively, it is the distance from which smaller distances converge and greater

distances diverge. In Figure 12, the circle has radius equal to the critical distance

and every ηx inside the circle should converge. The �gure also shows an example

of convergence in four readings.

Kanerva describes this critical distance as the threshold of convergence of

a sequence of read words. It is �the distance beyond which divergence is more

likely than convergence� [26]. Furthermore, �a very good estimate of the critical

distance can be obtained by �nding the distance at which the arithmetic mean

of the new distance to the target equals the old distance to the target� (ibid).
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⌘

⌘x⌘x,1

⌘x,2

⌘x,3

critical distance

Figure 12: In this example, four iterative readings are required to converge from
ηx to η.

Appendix B. Holography

The hologram was invented as a mathematical entity, describing a system where

an image can be reconstructed through information that is stored throughout

the hologram. The information of the three dimensions of an object's image can

be reconstructed from an almost two dimensional object, such as a photographic

slide. In the end of the 60's some authors start to use holography as an inspira-

tion to describe the brain [44], gathering evidence that the stored information

is distributed over the brain[5], similar to holography. Later on, neuroscience

recognized that brain processes are distributed, and one evidence is that dam-

age to the brain does not eliminate speci�c memories, but instead causes an

overall loss of de�nition, exactly as for a holographic record[45, 5]. Pribram

also suggests that the memory can be divided in two structures, one deep and

another a surface structure. The deep structure would be the distributed mem-

ory storage, while the surface structure is composed of highly localized nerve

impulse circuits, and is responsible for the retrieval mechanism.

Plate [43]uses the term holography because he models complex relationships

between items in the memory with convolution and correlation, which are also

the mathematical operations underlying holography.
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